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Today we will be using Python and a Jupyter Notebook to analyse
some reflectometry data.

there are many Python packages to analyse reflectometry data: refl1d,
refnx, anaklasis, BornAgain, EasyReflectometry, genx

today we will use refnx, but the ideas you will learn are transferable

Today we will be using Python and a Jupyter Notebook to analyse
some reflectometry data.

visit: https://github.com/arm61/fasem

click the "launch | binder" button
1. open and read/work through the simple_fitting.ipynb notebook, independently, use

the "Run" button at the top to run code cells

2. together we will review the simple_fitting.ipynb notebook

3. work in pairs on the bilayer_analysis.ipynb notebook, completing the exercises where
requested

ask questions!

thanks for listening!

questions?

ORSO Reflectometry Tutorials: 

Sivia, D. S. (2011). Elementary Scattering Theory: For X-ray and Neutron Users. Oxford University Press.

Clifton, L.A., et al.. Lipid-Protein Interactions: Methods and Practices, 2003, 201. 2019. DOI: 

Gerelli, Y., EPJ Web of Conference, 236, 04002, 2020. DOI: 

http://reflectometry.org/learn/
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